Enterprising the rain
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Been in the construction business for 20 years.

Trained in water management from CSE India in August 2012. This helped me to correct my practices and learn new approaches, particularly in wetland construction; trained to design the system self and execute.
The training helped me to gain confidence.

Provided exposure with the public, media, students.

Many national and international audiences visited my eco-home in Dallu as a reference.

Become a member of the Alliance for Rainwater Promotion in my community.

Dallu residential community made mandatory to include RWH system.
Enterprising:: Scope & Challenges

- Water is finite but life
- Culture and social dimension
- Private sector intervention with social accountability
- Behavioral change a key bottleneck
- Water management as holistic approach
- 150 RWH systems installed; 15 constructed wetlands
Mantra to sustain
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- Soil pipe, Wastewater pipe, Storm water pipe
- Hot water, Cold water, flush water